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ITINERÀNNIA, NETWORK OF TRAILS
“Itinerànnia” is a network of trails, with over 2500
kilometres between the neighbouring regions of
“Ripollès”, “Garrotxa” and “Alt Empordà”.
A network of hiking trails is like a road map, but with
footpaths, allowing the hiker to get from any one
point to another.
It retrieves the old historic roads between the villages
to reach many small places.
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Garrotxa

The network offers many different hikes depending
on the time or difficulty and you interest over nature,
architecture or culture.
Each route that we propose is just a little taste of
an extensive network of trails that you can walk to
discover the Ripollès, Garrotxa and Alt Empordà
counties.

THE SIGNS
all the trails of the network are marked regularly
over the paths with horizontal painted yellow signs.

PATH’S
MARKS
(3X10cm)

TURN LEFT / RIGHT

WRONG
PATH

+INFO:
www.itinerannia.net
www.turismegarrotxa.com

Moderate

The marks are placed approximately every 300
metres painted on tree trunks, stones or using and
other mediums already deployed in the area.
The vertical signs is located at crossroads. The basic
network signalling (banners with red tip) indicate
the 4 nearest population in each direction and
time needed. The banners of the itineraries of the
municipalities, as the one you have in your hands,
have a green tip shows the name and direction of
the route.
Each signpost has a small plaque hat shows the
name of the place where it is located, the altitude,
the UTM coordinates.

You will find information boards with a map of the county’s trails
in every village or city integrating the network.

EL CASTELLOT
ROUTE

Ajuntament de Beuda
www.beuda.cat
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EL CASTELLOT ROUTE
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Sant Feliu de Beuda

El Castellot

We leave Beuda at the G155 Itinerànnia crossroad,
we continue along the tarmacked road which passes
behind the church. A little later, the marked path heads
left. A little later, we find a vertical signpost for AG16
Ca n’Oliveres. We continue the Castellot route to the
left, until we reach the B1Torrent de ca n’Oliveres
crossroad. We can do the route on both sides. In this
description, we suggest arriving at Els Portals and then
heading to Castellot. So, we continue towards Els Portals
and find the B2 crossroad, we go left towards Castellot,
which is 10 minutes away.
El Castellot is at the top of a hill, at 561 metres. We
must go up a steep path to the castle. Known by the
locals as “the Moors’ castle” or “the Witches’ castle”, it
is an important example of a castle from the Early
Middle Ages. The round tower is one of the oldest in
La Garrotxa which has survived to date. And it must be
mentioned that most of the main towers in the region
are rectangular. We continue the route descending the
tower and heading to the B1 crossroad of Torrent de ca
n’Oliveres. To return we go back along the path along
the ca n’Oliveres AG16 path to Beuda.

Editorial Alpina

ROUTE SPECIFIC
INFORMATION
Time: 2h
Distance: 4,1Kms
Max. height: 582m
Min. height: 323m
Difficulty: Moderate
ACCUMULATIVE SLOPE

Total climb: 453m
Total descent: 453m

Altitude (m)

582

452

Route to the medieval castle located on a hill above the town of Beuda. It
is also called Castell de les Bruixes or Castell dels Moros. It is very possible
that the original castle was an Iberian structure.
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Views from Castellot

